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Today...

1. Characteristics of the NZ HIA model
2. Process stages of the NZ standard HIA
3. Additional factors influencing HIA development in NZ
NZ HIAs typically, are not initiated from the RMA
NZ HIAs typically, cover a broad range of topics!
NZ HIAs typically have been applied at a local/regional level
NZ HIAs typically, have a strong focus on inequity
NZ HIAs typically, have a strong focus on stakeholder participation.
NZ HIAs typically, don’t assess the size or severity of the impact
NZ HIAs typically focus on the positives.
NZ HIAs typically, are prospective
NZ HIAs typically, are intermediate in size.
NZ HIAs are often, client led and contractor supported
NZ HIAs are sometimes, Whanau ora HIA
NZ HIAs typically, are undertaken as one-off approaches.
NZ HIAs typically, work!
Process stages of HIAs

1. Screening
2. Establish a lead group
3. Assemble initial information
4. Scoping
5. Literature review
6. Community profile
Process stages of HIAs

7. Preparation for appraisal workshops
8. Appraisal workshops
9. Post appraisal work and report writing
10. Face-to-face presentation to decision makers and community
Additional factors influencing the development and shape of HIA

- Training and guidance in HIA
- Funding sources and conditions
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